
Once a favored fishing spot
for the Washoe tribe, today
Sand Harbor is a wildly
popular beach that’s perfect
for sunset watching.
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A ONETIME REGULAR
RETURNS TO HER SUMMER
STOMPING GROUND AND
DISCOVERS FALL HAS
JUST AS MUCH TO OFFER.

BY KIMBERLEY LOVATO
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Lake
Tahoe
Revisited
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was right there, a crab about the
size of a silver dollar, and it looked
close enough to touch. I leaned my
face over the edge of the boat dock at
Lollie and Poppy’s house, the name I
used for my paternal grandparents,
and my knees and hands scraped the
wooden planks.

“Get closer,” said Poppy, standing
barefoot behind me. “You can reach it.”

He nudged me with his foot, and before I knew it I was splashing
in 20 feet of frigid — and impossibly clear, I had just learned — Lake
Tahoe water. The crab that had appeared right at my fingertips from
the dock was not even anywhere near my toes extending a few feet
underwater, and there was no way I was diving down to get it. As I
swam to the rocky beach, I could hear Poppy’s cackling laugh. 

He got me.
I never went to camp; never pulled a prank on the boys’ cabin;

never took a moonlight canoe trip to capture the flag. But what I did
have was Poppy (for pranks) and The Lake, as my family called it,
where visits to my grandparents’ house in Carnelian Bay meant
drinking straight from deep blue waters, cannonballing (and falling)
off the dock, skipping rocks, going on boat rides, and the bats that
Poppy swore flew overhead at night when I asked to sleep outside
on the deck. 

My grandparents sold that house in the early ’80s, and have both
since passed away. Over the years, I have often thought back to
those warm, carefree days, but hadn’t returned except when there
was snow on the peaks and skis on my feet. So on the occasion of
my 20th wedding anniversary last fall, we chose to celebrate with a
trip to Lake Tahoe, where I rediscovered all the outdoor wonder of
my childhood, and incorporated loads of grown-up fun that has me
convinced, now more than ever, that Lake Tahoe is timeless.

THE LAKE OF THE SKY
Just 200 miles northeast of San Francisco, and about 45 minutes
from Reno-Tahoe International Airport, Lake Tahoe hits you like an
oasis would a thirsty traveler, when its glassy expanse of cobalt blue
comes into view for the first time. As Mark Twain remarked on his
initial glance in his semiautobiographical Roughing It, published in
1872, “…as it lay there with the shadows of the mountains brilliantly
photographed upon its still surface I thought it must surely be the
fairest picture the whole Earth affords.”

At 22 miles long and 12 miles wide, Lake Tahoe is the largest
alpine lake in North America, and sits astride the California-Nevada
border at an altitude of more than 6,200 feet. Some think it’s the
lofty elevation that precipitated its “The Lake of the Sky” nickname,
but for many, including my family and me, the name was always
about the blue. 

Lollie and Poppy, circa 1981, at their Lake Tahoe cabin.
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ELEVATION THAT PRECIPITATED ITS
‘THE LAKE OF THE SKY’ NICKNAME,
BUT FOR MANY, INCLUDING MY FAMILY
AND ME, THE NAME WAS ALWAYS
ABOUT THE BLUE.” 
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Gar Woods Grill & Pier serves more than 15
varieties of its signature Wet Woody cocktail —
it even has its own website.
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A quick hike along the Eagle Falls Trail
yields impressive sights, from towering
pine trees to cascading waters.  
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“There are numerous scenic overlooks where you can stop and
snap a photo along the 72-mile road that circles the lake, but my
fall favorite was the Crystal Bay Fire Lookout Trail. From about 800
feet above the liquid surface, Lake Tahoe sprawls like a slab of pol-
ished sapphire between pine-carpeted peaks whose inverse image
appears painted on the smooth watery canvas. From any perspec-
tive, though — north, south, east, or west — the point at which
the wall of cobalt water blends into cerulean sky is what blue must
have looked like at its genesis, and is one of Lake Tahoe’s most
unique characteristics.  

For my dad, who spent his teen years working summer jobs
at a local marina pumping gas and scraping boat hulls, it was the
end-of-the-day sky that conjures the most memories. 

“I think my favorite times at The Lake were those sunset
hours,” he says. “They were truly the magic hours and the colors
seemed to alter every minute. The sky would be orange, then
become red, then fade into blue and deep purple, until the starry
sky blanketed us in a nightly dome. It was serenity.”

Watching the twilight transition remains a do-not-miss rite of
passage, and is easy to do thanks to the dozens of beaches, picnic
grounds, and waterfront restaurants and bars situated around the
shoreline. Try Sand Harbor or Secret Cove if you want an all-natural
setting, or stop in at Chambers Landing, an A-frame cabin that is
the oldest bar on Lake Tahoe and perfect for both boat-up and
belly-up sunsets.

One evening, my husband and I had dinner and sipped the sig-
nature Wet Woody cocktail (a sunset-colored frozen rum drink with
a name that nods to the classic wooden boats seen zipping around
the lake) at Gar Woods Grill & Pier in Carnelian Bay. The restaurant
is just a rock skip from where I used to do the same on my grand-
parents’ beach. And indeed, as my dad recalled, the sky turned
50 shades of pink, orange, and purple while we enjoyed our bev-
erage and chose plates from a menu that includes French onion
soup, steaks, and shell pasta with grilled chicken, pancetta, artichoke
hearts, and smoked Gouda. 

AUTUMN ARRIVAL
While summer in Lake Tahoe can mean traffic jams and two-hour-plus
waits for lunch or drinks on popular outdoor dining decks, post–Labor
Day is a sort of “secret season,” when the sun still shines, but the
tables open up and the roads aren’t nearly as crowded. 

According to my dad, it was always the smell that signaled
summer was coming to a close. “The aroma of pine, the pine sap,
and the crisp and clean mountain air. It was unmistakable and
never forgotten,” he says.K
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TOP: Lounging lakeside is a Tahoe must. One way to do it right: Sip
cocktails on the wooden deck at Gar Woods Grill & Pier. BOTTOM:
Visiting Lake Tahoe in the fall makes for fewer crowds and plenty of
golden foliage. 

POST–LABOR DAY IS A SORT OF ‘SECRET SEASON,’
WHEN THE SUN STILL SHINES, BUT THE TABLES
OPEN UP AND THE ROADS AREN’T NEARLY AS
CROWDED.”
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I’m not a hardcore outdoors person, but
after arriving and getting that first full scent of
September, I knew what he meant, and felt an
inner twitch to lace up my hiking boots. There are a
staggering variety of trails around Lake Tahoe that
range from 30-minute, lunch-by-noon walks to all-day,
pack-food-and-water treks — and everything in between. We
took on the short (a mere 2 miles round-trip) Eagle Falls Trail, which
didn’t wear us out, but did deliver on scenery thanks to the name-
sake cascading waterfall. 

Before that walk — and, actually, our entire anniversary visit —
I would have sworn that the Tahoe sky couldn’t get any bluer than
it does during the height of summer. Autumn proved me wrong.
And paired with the color-changing aspen and cottonwood trees
shimmering in shades of red, orange, and gold, the season upped
the region’s beauty quotient tenfold. 

A good hike puts you in the midst of the trees. A fall-foliage
drive, however, allows you to see the entire forest. The Mount Rose

Highway was recommended to us, and after
witnessing all the golden, reddish panoramas
adjacent to the lake, I’m happy to pay the

recommendation forward. If you’re looking for
even loftier views, Lake Tahoe Balloons offers rides

through mid-October, and launches right from the water
off the upper deck of the catamaran-style Tahoe Flyer.

ON THE WATER
As a kid, I always felt confident jumping from my grandparents’ dock
and swimming out to a buoy 50 feet offshore. That is until an irra-
tional deep-end-of-the-pool fear kicked in one summer after I asked
Poppy how deep the water was. 

“Immeasurable,” he said, fanning a lifelong rumor in my family
that this inland sea’s real depth had yet to be discovered. I gulped.

I’d later learn that Lake Tahoe is, in fact, the second-deepest
lake in the U.S., with the deepest part measured at 1,645 feet. As
an adult, it’s not the depth that bothers me, it’s the temperature, and D
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Drink in the scenery from high above on
a hot-air balloon ride.

Fall for 
Lake Tahoe

Make an exchange or buy a Getaway
at IntervalWorld.com.

Getaways start at$259.

The Getaway price is valid  
October 1 through December 31, 2016.
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“
AREA RESORTS

Aston Lakeland Village (LLD)
Perfect for lovers of the great outdoors, Aston
Lakeland Village lies amid 19 acres of woods and
trails in South Lake Tahoe. Every unit has a
fireplace. On-site amenities include a beach, bicycle
paths, lake, tennis, multiple outdoor swimming
pools, a sauna, and dining. 

The Ridge Tahoe (RGT)
Set within spectacular mountain scenery, The Ridge
Tahoe is a year-round recreational resort. Guests can
enjoy a wide range of on-site offerings, including
tennis courts, hiking and biking trails, a putting green,
minigolf, convenience store, eatery, day spa, theater,
kids’ clubs, and complimentary downtown shuttles.

Accommodations at LLD are available for purchase through the
Getaway program and generally will not be available for exchange.

To view all of the Lake Tahoe resorts in Interval’s
network, go to IntervalWorld.com.

‘THE AIR UP THERE IN THE CLOUDS IS VERY PURE AND
FINE, BRACING AND DELICIOUS. AND WHY SHOULDN’T IT
BE? IT IS THE SAME THE ANGELS BREATHE,’ TWAIN
ONCE SAID. I WONDERED IF HE WAS REFERRING TO
LAKE TAHOE.”

for any similarly minded warm-water wimps, getting in the 65-or-so-
degree water will be a true challenge. Getting on the water, however, is a
breeze.

There are sightseeing trips aboard the 312-passenger Tahoe Queen,
an iconic paddle wheeler, and private outings with Lake Tahoe Boat Rides
that are captained by knowledgeable guides. Self-propulsion kayaking
and stand-up paddleboarding are more popular than ever, family-friendly,
great exercise, and superb ways to explore some of the rocky inlets and
beaches carved into the shoreline.

During our visit, my husband and I booked a lunch cruise with
Lake Tahoe Bleu Wave. Their 70-foot Burger yacht proved to be an
ideal vessel from which to experience scenic Emerald Bay and its
oft-photographed Fannette Island, two of the area’s most popular
picturesque attractions. 

LAKE TAHOE REDUX
Before our departure, we stopped by my grandparents’ former house.
The old sign that hung on Lake Boulevard and once read “Janrick” (for
my Aunt Jan and dad, Rick) was gone, and the home was obviously
occupied. I knocked, but no one answered, so I left a note, and went
around back. 

The dock was still there, jutting out from the beach. I scooped up
water in my cupped hands and took a sip, then picked up a flat stone
and sidearmed it across the surface. Plop-plop-plunk. I still had it. Back

on the wooden deck, I looked upward and took a deep breath of pine
before walking to the car.

“The air up there in the clouds is very pure and fine, bracing and
delicious. And why shouldn’t it be? It is the same the angels breathe,”
Twain once said. I wondered if he was referring to Lake Tahoe. 

Just a month before our trip, I’d been reminiscing with my dad and
had told him about how I wouldn’t sleep on that deck as a kid because
of the bats. “There were no bats,” my dad confessed. “In the forest,
sure, but not around the house. That was just Poppy having some fun
with you.”

Forty years later, Poppy had got me again. And from somewhere
above the deep blue of The Lake of the Sky, up there in those pure and
fine clouds, I think I heard his cackling laugh anew. �

A native Californian with a wayfarer’s soul, Kimberley Lovato writes about
travel and lifestyle for magazines, newspapers, and websites around the
world. When she’s not planning her next adventure, she’s at home with her
family in the great city of San Francisco.

Take to the water on the Tahoe Queen, billed as the area’s only authentic
Mississippi paddle wheeler. 
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